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popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it’s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle excerpt from ericsson’s caloric engine general agency and depot for the sale of caloric engines a result more important in view of the number of engines employed is exhibited on the new york central railroad on the line of which there are now some 20 of these engines in daily use mr chauncey vibbard the superintendent of that road reports over his official signature after several months experience with a number of these engines that they perform an incredible amount of labor for the small quantity of fuel consumed one of them he says for 96 100 of a cent per hour does the work formerly done by four men at an expense of 25 each per month another of the same size at the savannah station at an expense of eleven cents a day about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks.com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world the core belief that popular science and our readers share the future is going to be better and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better examines the 1984 war that pitted pratt and whitney against ge in head to head competition for multi billion dollar defense contracts to provide high performance engines for front line fighter aircraft the circumstances surrounding the lengthy battle led to the air force decision to split future engine sales between the two attempts to cut through emotional opinions of the combatants to report reality and to identify lessons learned helps the reader to understand the government to contractor personality issues to understand management styles business expectations and communication skills of key participants in a gripping story of international power and deception jeffrey engel reveals the special relationship between the united states and great britain in a new and far more competitive light as allies they fought communism as rivals they locked horns over which would lead the cold war fight in the quest for sovereignty and hegemony one important key was airpower which created jobs forged ties with the developing world and perhaps most importantly in a nuclear world ensured military superiority only the united states and britain were capable of supplying the post war world’s ravenous appetite for aircraft the americans hoped to use this dominance as a bludgeon not only against the soviets and chinese but also against any ally that deviated from washington’s rigid brand of anticommunism eager to repair an economy shattered by war and never as committed to unflinching anticommunism as their american allies the british hoped to sell planes even beyond the iron curtain reaping profits improving east west relations and garnering the strength to withstand american hegemony engel traces the bitter fights between these intimate allies from europe to latin america to asia as each sought control over the sale of aircraft and technology throughout the world the anglo american competition for aviation supremacy affected the global balance of power and the fates of developing nations such as india pakistan and china but without aviation engel argues britain would never have had the strength to function as a brake upon american power the way trusted allies should
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examines the 1984 war that pitted pratt and whitney against ge in head to head competition for multi billion dollar defense contracts to provide high performance engines for front line fighter aircraft the circumstances surrounding the lengthy battle led to the air force decision to split future engine sales between the two attempts to cut through emotional opinions of the combatants to report reality and to identify lessons learned helps the reader to understand the government to contractor personality issues to understand management styles business expectations and communication skills of key participants
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in a gripping story of international power and deception jeffrey engel reveals the special relationship between the united states and great britain in a new and far more competitive light as allies they fought communism as rivals they locked horns over which would lead the cold war fight in the quest for sovereignty and hegemony one important key was airpower which created jobs forged ties with the developing world and perhaps most importantly in a nuclear world ensured military superiority only the united states and britain were capable of supplying the post war world's ravenous appetite for aircraft
the americans hoped to use this dominance as a bludgeon not only against the soviets and chinese but also against any ally that deviated from washington s rigid brand of anticommunism eager to repair an economy shattered by war and never as committed to unflinching anticommunism as their american allies the british hoped to sell planes even beyond the iron curtain reaping profits improving east west relations and garnering the strength to withstand american hegemony engel traces the bitter fights between these intimate allies from europe to latin america to asia as each sought control over the sale of aircraft and technology throughout the world the anglo american competition for aviation supremacy affected the global balance of power and the fates of developing nations such as india pakistan and china but without aviation engel argues britain would never have had the strength to function as a brake upon american power the way trusted allies should
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